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Abstract: Autonomous driving is a safety-critical system, and the occupancy of its environmental
resources affects the safety of autonomous driving. In view of the lack of safety verification of
environmental resource occupation rules in autonomous driving, this paper proposes a verification
method of automatic driving model based on functional language through CSPM. Firstly, the
modeling and verification framework of an autopilot model based on CSPM is given. Secondly, the
process algebra definition of CSPM is given. Thirdly, the typical single loop environment model in
automatic driving is abstracted, and the mapping method from automatic driving model to CSP is
described in detail for the automatic driving environment and the typical collision, overtaking, lane
change and other scenes involved. Finally, the autopilot model of the single loop is mapped to CSPM,
and the application effect of this method is discussed by using FDR tool. Experiments show that this
method can verify the safety of autonomous driving resources, thereby improving the reliability of
the autonomous driving model.

Keywords: autonomous driving model; environmental resources; safety verification; process algebra

1. Introduction

The development of the Automated Driving System (ADS) has been around for a long
time, and the degree of intelligence has continued to increase after the 21st century [1–6].
Autonomous driving technology is an important research topic at present. Autonomous
driving technology has many advantages. First of all, the automatic driving system is very
intelligent and has high-efficiency computing power. It can accurately identify various
parameters of the car when it is running, and the activity status of the surrounding cars,
which can assist humans in grasping the driving environment. This is the first benefit of
autonomous driving. The second benefit is that autonomous driving can enhance road
safety. Now that the traffic is developed, the car ownership rate has been rising, and
traffic accidents have been happening all the time, but 80% of the traffic accidents are
caused by human factors. Further, autonomous driving technology excludes human factors
and can effectively reduce road accidents. The third benefit is that autonomous driving
technology can take advantage of the ecological environment. One of the best aspects
of a self-driving car is that it uses electricity as its primary energy source. As a result,
these cars are more environmentally friendly and cost less. In addition, self-driving cars
do not emit any tailpipe, thus helping to reduce air pollution [7–9]. However, with the
continuous development of autonomous driving, the safety issues of autonomous driving
have gradually emerged [10,11]. In 2016, a Model S car collided due to the fact that it did not
recognize the white tractor ahead when the autopilot was turned on [12]. In 2018, an Uber
car hit a pedestrian to death because it did not recognize the pedestrian in the shadow [13].
At present, the main causes of autonomous driving accidents are: violation of traffic rules,
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passive collisions and insufficient environmental perception information [14]. Among
them, there are many accident problems caused by insufficient environmental information
perception, and the autonomous driving environment has uncertain factors, for example,
it is affected by current roads or other vehicles. The current movement of vehicles has a
certain degree of uncertainty. The problem of resource occupancy in autonomous driving
scenarios also affects the safety of autonomous driving. Therefore, the safety verification of
the resource occupation rules of automatic driving has also become a key issue to ensure
the safety of automatic driving.

The traffic situation of autonomous driving is complex, and the road is also very
complex, so it is very necessary to extract scene information. The roundabout has a central
island in the center of the intersection, and all vehicles entering the roundabout travel in
a counterclockwise direction. The roundabout is an accident-prone area, and we chose
the roundabout to study its safety. On the one hand, the roundabout scene is a complex
form of straight road sections, and the research on the roundabout scene is representative
to a certain extent, and the safety verification of the roundabout scene can also guide the
safety research of other scenarios. On the other hand, due to the frequent occurrence of
accidents in the roundabout, the safety is difficult to guarantee, and it has great research
significance for the abstraction of the roundabout scene and the safety verification of the
vehicle form. In a single-loop scenario, vehicles from multiple directions are often involved.
How to coordinate the vehicles coming from multiple parties and ensure the safe driving of
vehicles is also particularly important. Therefore, this paper uses the roundabout scenario
to study the safety of autonomous driving.

Formal methods are accurate and verifiable, have strict mathematical language and
strict mathematical semantics, and can model and verify the system. It originated from
the program verification of Dijkstra and Hoare, which is convenient for machine support
and automatic processing [15]. Due to its accuracy and verifiability, formal methods are
widely used in safety-critical scenarios such as autonomous driving. Process algebra is a
formal method used to solve the communication problems of concurrent systems. It can
describe the concurrent, asynchronous and non-deterministic behaviors of the system. It is
very suitable for the modeling of automatic driving environment model and the analysis
of resource security occupation. Communication sequential process (CSP) was proposed
by Hoare [16] in 1978. CSP can perform model checking on concurrent systems. CSPM
is an inert functional programming language based on CSP, which can be executed by
machines. Failure Divergence Refinement (FDR) is an analysis program tool based on
CSPM description [17].

This paper combines the autopilot model with the functional language CSPM to verify
the resource occupation rules in the autopilot scene. We abstract the scene into multiple
segments, and abstract the typical collision, overtaking, lane change and other scenarios
of automatic driving into the occupation and operation of the resources of the segment.
Firstly, the environment of autonomous driving is modeled, and the environment model
is abstracted (Abstract Environment, AE). Secondly, the typical single-loop environment
model in autonomous driving is abstracted, and the mapping method from automatic
driving model to CSP is described in detail for the automatic driving environment and
the typical collision, overtaking, lane change and other scenes involved. Then, the model
checking tool FDR is used to test the CSPM model and analyze its state space diagram to
determine whether it will produce a collision unsafe situation. Finally, the results of CSPM
model checking are used to modify the autopilot model, which can improve the reliability
of the autopilot model to a great extent.

We abstract the scene into simpler segments, simplify the driving of the vehicle into
segment operations, verify the whole process, and analyze the safety of the vehicle in a
typical roundabout scenario. Therefore, it has certain guiding significance for the research
on the scene safety of autonomous driving.

Section 2 of this paper compares related work; Section 3 proposes a CSPM-based
modelling and verification framework for automated driving models; Section 4 gives the
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process algebraic definition of CSPM; Section 5 abstracts the environment model; Section 6
describes the mapping method from automatic driving environment to CSPM in detail;
Section 7 summarizes the full text and prospects the future work.

2. Related Work

The current research on the environment of automatic driving mainly focuses on the
decision-making of safe driving and environmental perception.

Aiming at the decision-making of safe driving, Xin [18] et al. studied the influence of
the driver’s state on driving, thereby modeling and verifying the driver’s state. Doan [19]
et al. proposed multi strategy decision making, by assuming that the controlled vehicles
and other traffic participants execute a strategy from a set of plausible closed-loop strategies
at each time step, so as to find the best strategy that can be executed by controlling vehicles.

For environment perception, Galceran [20] et al. proposed a method to enhance the
standard dynamic target tracker. On the one hand, it estimates the occlusion state of other
traffic agents, on the other hand, it closely links the occlusion estimation with the new obser-
vation data after the tracked target reenters. Xu [14] et al. abstracted the environment and
mapped it to Stochastic Hybrid Automata to study the probability of occurrence of events
to quantitatively describe uncertain events. Tscharn [21] et al. also used the environment as
a reference, combining language and indicating gestures to guide the car. Luo [22] et al.
simulated the variable phase traffic light control system and identified its accident scenarios
to avoid accidents completely. Zeng [23] et al. summarized the taxi scheduling problem
in autonomous driving. Tang [24] et al. shared their research on building a production
distributed autonomous driving simulation platform. Zhang [25] et al. proposed a safety
risk intelligent prediction model for the train control system to predict which risk state will
occur under specific operating conditions. Kinoshita [26] et al. consider the delay of driver
behavior to verify the automatic driving system in the model test.

Some researchers focus on motion planning problems for autonomous driving [27–29].
Claussmann [30] et al. proposed an advanced prediction scheme for motion planning
from three aspects: risk evaluation, criteria minimization, and constraint submission. The
detailed conditions of motion planning are described under the framework of highway
and restricted environment with small curvature and specific driver rules, and the corre-
sponding motion planning algorithm is proposed. Li [31] et al. proposed a novel Integrated
Local Trajectory Planning and Tracking Control (ILTPTC) framework for autonomous
vehicles traveling along a reference path and avoiding obstacles. The framework adopts
an efficient state-space sampling-based trajectory planning scheme to smoothly follow the
reference path. A model-based predictive path generation algorithm is applied to generate
a set of feasible motion paths that take into account both motion speed and driver safety
and comfort.

In addition, there are some studies to improve the safety of automatic driving from
the technical aspect. Considering the environmental changes caused by the appearance
changes caused by short-term (such as weather, light) and long-term (such as season,
vegetation growth, etc.), literature [19] proposed a new location recognition technology,
which can effectively retrain and compress. Fujiyoshi [32] et al. described the method in
the field of deep learning image recognition.

Compared with the above research work, this paper extracts the automatic driving
environment model, maps the running cars into processes, maps the roads into correspond-
ing resources, maps the driving of cars on the roads into the occupation of resources and
specifies a series of transformation rules to convert the environment model into a process
algebra model for verification. It provides a new idea for the research of the automatic
driving model. In addition, using algebra to abstract the environment model can effec-
tively improve the formulation of environment model strategy and ensure the safety of
automatic driving.
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3. Autonomous Driving Model Modeling and Verification Framework Based on CSPM

In order to improve the reliability of autopilot, we verify the security of autopilot
resource occupation rules, and propose the current modeling and verification framework
of autopilot resource occupation rules based on CSPM in this section. As shown in Figure 1.
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occupancy rules.

The framework first abstracts the autonomous driving environment and abstracts
the environment model. Secondly, formulate a series of conversion rules to map the
autonomous driving model to the CSPM model. Then, input the converted CSPM model
into the FDR tool to verify it, and modify the CSPM model according to the counterexample,
thereby modifying the corresponding autopilot model. Finally, an autopilot model that
meets the safety rules can be obtained. Among them, the environment model is a simplified
abstract form of the model of the current scene, and we use the formal model CSPM to
describe the abstract environment model. CSPM asserts that in order to satisfy the attribute
specification of the current environmental security, we input the model and the specification
of the model together into the CSP’s model checking tool FDR to verify the security attribute,
and modify it according to the result.

4. CSPM Definition
4.1. The Syntax of CCSP

For a system S, the process variable set P:={X,Y,P,Q . . . } represents the process
in the CSP, and the discrete variable set DV:={d,t,m,n,x,y,z . . . } represents the system
variable. The conditional communication sequence process CCSP can be defined as:

STOP|SKIP|WAIT t|a→ Q|P; Q|P�Q|P uQ|P
d
B Q|PSQ|P∆Q|P\A| f (X)|µX · f (X)|P/(K)Q .

STOP: which means the interruption of a process. The process does not communicate
with the outside, which can indicate deadlock or process non convergence;

SKIP: which indicates that a process does nothing except terminate;
WAIT t: which means that the process terminates after t time without doing anything;
a→Q: prefix operation, which means that process Q is executed after event a is executed;
P;Q: sequential composition, which means that the process Q is executed after the

process P is executed;
P�Q: external selection, which means that the execution process P or Q depends on

the first event of the process execution;
PuQ: internal selection, which means that the execution process P or Q is determined

by the process internally;

P
d
B Q: timeout, if the two processes do not communicate within d time, it is considered

timeout, and the control right is handed over from P to Q;
PSQ: time interruption, regardless of whether the P process is completed after t time,

interrupt process P and execute process Q;
P4Q: interruption, the execution of any event of Q can cause the interruption of P;
P[R]: change the mark, P[R] and process P have the same structure, but the event in P

is mapped to another name through the relationship R. For example, the following process
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P continuously executes event a. Process Q is equal to all occurrences of a in process P and
replaced with b: P = a→P, Q = P[a→b];

P/A: set hiding means that any event belonging to A in process P is not displayed;
P||Q: synchronous concurrency, P and Q are concurrent in the events of the set C,

and the events of other sets are interleaved;
P|||Q: asynchronous concurrency, each event executed by the process is an event in

the process P or Q;
µX · f (X): f(X) is a prefix expression containing the process variable X;
P/(K)Q: which is our extended condition operator, indicates that process P and process

Q are not allowed to be executed under K at the same time. K is a set form, K:= {(t0,k0),(t1,k1)
. . . (tn,kn)}.

4.2. Conditional Time Migration System of CCSP

The following discusses the semantics of the conditional time migration system of
CCSP. Literature [32] defines the semantics of CSP as a time migration system. The execu-
tion of an event in the process can be regarded as a migration in the time migration system.
We introduce the concept of conditional time migration system when studying CCSP.

Definition 1. The semantics of a communication sequential process CSP is described as a migration
system TSCSP=<NODES, ∑,→> , NODES is a collection of nodes, representing each process.
∑ is the event set, i.e., {a0, a1 . . . an} ,→ is a migration relationship,→ is a ternary relationship.
→⊆ NODES×∑×NODES , N1

a→ N2, indicates that N1 executes event a and becomes the
process represented by N2.

Definition 2. A conditional time migration system CCSP is CTSCCSP=<NODES, ∑(C,P),→> ,
NODES is a collection of nodes, representing each process. ∑(C,P) is the event set with conditional
execution, i.e., {(c0, a0), (c1, a1) . . . (cn, an)}, and ∑T ⊆ ∑(C,P) , when cn = true , ∑T = ∑(C,P).
→ is a migration relationship,→ is a ternary relationship. →⊆ NODES×∑(C,P)×NODES ,

N1
(c,a)→ N2 means that the process executed by N1 executes event a when the condition c is met, and

becomes the process represented by N2.

Definition 3. A conditional time communication sequence process can be described as a conditional
time migration system CTSCCSP=<NODES, ∑(C,P),→> .

4.3. CCSP Operational Semantics

Definition 4. The operational semantics of CCSP. The operation semantics of the above conditional
operator P/(K)Q are given below:

t = t′, a /∈ K

s
(c,a)→ s′

(1)

t = t′, a ∈ K

s
(c,a)→ s

(2)

At t = t′, if the current event a is not in the K set, the state s will execute the event a and become the s’
state, i.e., Equation (1), when the condition c is met, otherwise no state transition, i.e., Equation (2).

4.4. Refinement Relationship

It is necessary to prove that the semantic model of CSP is a sub-semantic model of
CCSP. We first define its sub-semantic model, and then give the theorem proof that CCSP
contains CSP semantics, proving that CCSP is extended on the basis of CSP.

Definition 5. Suppose a communication sequence process PA with semantic MA of type A can
obtain another communication sequence process PB with semantic MB of type B through a refined
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relationship, then semantic MB is the sub-semantic model of semantic MA [33]. The refined models
of PA and PB are as follows:

PB sat SB in MB
PA sat SA in MA

(PB v PA) (3)

SA is the semantics of PA , and SB is the semantics of PB.

Definition 6. All acceptable languages of a conditional communication sequence process CCSP are
a collection of conditional migration sequences.

Theorem 1. The semantic model of the communication sequence process CSP is a sub-
semantic model of the conditional communication sequence process CCSP.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let PCSP be a communication sequence process. From Definition 1 we
know that CSP is a migration system TSCSP = <NODES,Σ,→>, and its accepted language is L.
Construct a conditional communication sequence process according to the communication
sequence process. From Definition 3 we know that PCCSP is TSCCSP = <NODES,Σ(C,P),→>.
Suppose the position time language that PCCSP can accept is L′. At this time, take any
conditional transition sequence R = <(a0),(a1) . . . (an-1)> in L, and there is only one R′ =
<(c0,a0),(c1,a1) . . . (cn-1,an-1)> corresponding to it in L′. Therefore, ∑⊆ ∑(C,P) and when
cn = true, ∑T = ∑(C,P) is the refined relationship from PCCSP to PCSP. �

Then, according to Theorem 1, all model checking related to functional properties on
CCSP can be completed by CSP’s model checking tool. Conditional analysis is required for
the extended conditions to determine whether the current resource occupancy rules meet
the safety. When it is not, perform certain fault-tolerant measures [34].

4.5. Analysis of Resource Occupation Rules

The position time migration system of CCSP is obtained by expanding the position
factor on the time migration system of CSP, and its state space can construct a reachable
graph G. G:=(NODES,EDGES), NODES = {Ni|Ni is the node where the process executes, 0 ≤ I
≤ n}, EDGES = {e(i,j)|e(i,j) represents a directed edge from Ni to Nj,0 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ j ≤ n, and
I 6= j}.

The inspection of resource occupation rules needs to check whether multiple entities
at a certain moment will be in the same segment.

In this paper, to solve this problem, on the basis of the state space graph G, we judge
whether G is a canonical reachable graph, that is, whether all the paths of the state space
can satisfy the different segment spaces occupied at the same time. A resource occupancy
rule security satisfiability check algorithm is used to determine whether G is a standardized
reachability graph. In this algorithm, we set the current time to t, use set_path to store
the visited path, and abnormal to store the abnormal node. The Algorithm 1 details are
as follows:
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Algorithm 1

Initialization: time:= t; abnormal:= ∅; set_path:= {N0}; total:= 0;
Repeat

ln:= last node in set_path; //take the last node of the current path
If successor nodes of last node have been visited; //delete visited child nodes

Then delete last node of set_path;
total:= total − curr_t; //when deleting the last node, the total time must be subtracted

from the relevant edge
Else

Begin
bn:= take a unvisited successor node of ln; //take a child node bn of ln that has not been

visited
total:= total + curr_t;
result:= true;
If kln = kbn then
result:= false; //if the time is the same in the same segment k, there is a danger
abnormal = abnormal ∪ {en};
Else
set_path:= set_path ∪ {bn};

End
Until set_path = ∅;
If abnormal = ∅ then
Return true;
Else return false;

The input of this algorithm is graph G, and the output is whether graph G satisfies the
security occupancy rules of the segment. If the algorithm is satisfied, the return value is
true, otherwise the return value is false.

5. Abstraction of the Environmental Model

The single-loop model is a typical autonomous driving scenario. We take the single-
loop as an example to realize the abstraction of the environment model. As shown in
Figure 2, we abstract the single-loop model.
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Environmental Model

Definition 7. Environment. The environment is a section of autonomous driving environment,
including the static environment and dynamic environment of autonomous driving. For example,
the big tree on the roadside is the static environment, and the moving car belongs to the dynamic
environment. In this paper, the single ring road and the car running in it are an environment.

Definition 8. Segment. The roads included in the environment can be divided into several segments, as
shown in Figure 2. The segments of single ring roads are {a1,a2,b,c1,c2,d,e1,e2,f,g1,g2,h,i,j,k,l,m,n,o,p}.

Definition 9. Arc. The line segment connecting two adjacent segments is an arc, and some arcs

are drawn in the Figure 2. For example, if a1 is connected with a2, a
_
1 a2 represents the arc of

segment a1 and a2, connecting segments a1 and a2.

Definition 10. Route. The route is a segment that does not violate traffic rules and is composed of
several adjacent arcs. For example, in the Figure 2, j->a2->b->c1->k is a route.

Definition 11. Car. The moving objects that appear in the scene are marked as car and numbered
in the corresponding order. In the Figure 2, the three moving objects are car1, car2 and car3.

Definition 12. Scene.

(1) Collision The cars are in the same segment at the same time. For example, at the same time,
car1 and car2 are both in the f segment, which is a collision.

(2) Overtake For multiple roads, the car behind overtakes the car in front. Overtaking is not
allowed in the single ring road in this paper.

(3) Lane change Drive to other lanes while driving. Lane changes are not allowed in the single
ring road in this paper.

(4) Message transmission Message transmission refers to the signal transmitted by the signal
lights of the preceding vehicle during driving. For example, if the right turn signal of the
vehicle in front is turned on, the signal is transmitted and the vehicle in front will turn right.

6. Mapping Method from Autonomous Driving Decision Language to CSPM Language

Next, we map the autonomous driving environment to the CSP, and we divide the
process into environment mapping and autonomous vehicle mapping. To simplify the
model, this paper only considers several typical driving behaviors in autonomous driving:
collision, overtaking and lane change.

6.1. Environment Mapping

(1) Segment. In the autonomous driving environment, the segment variable of the
highway is mapped to the event variable in CSP.

(2) Arc. Arcs are mapped to the order of execution of events in the process. For example,

a
_
1 a2 is mapped to execute a1 first before executing a2.

(3) Car. The driving path of the car is mapped to a process and executed synchronously in
the driving environment according to certain rules in the environment. For example,
the driving path j->a2->b->c1->k of car2 can be mapped to process CAR2 = j->a2->b-
>c1->k->STOP.

(4) Other environment. Any road segment that is not in the environment is not considered,
we only consider the road segment partially, and the road segment that is not in the
environment is mapped as STOP in the process.

6.2. Autonomous Car Scene Mapping

(1) Information transfer between vehicles, such as the right turn signal of the front vehicle,
is mapped into communication between processes.
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(2) Vehicle collision, that is, occupying the same process resources at the same time or
within a time period.

(3) Vehicle lane change, that is, the change of driving path, is mapped to the change of
execution sequence of events in the process.

(4) Vehicles overtaking, that is, passing through other lanes.
(5) Driving back to the original lane after changing lanes is also mapped to a change in

the execution sequence of events in the process.

6.3. Safety Verification of Resource Occupation in Driving Scenes

According to the above single-loop road map, the car can enter the single-loop road
from four segments {j,l,n,o}. We take into account cars in four directions.

channel a1,a2,b,c1,c2,d,e1,e2,f,g1,g2,h,i,j,k,l,m,n,o,p

CAR1 = j− > ((a2− > b− > c1− > k− > CAR1)
[] (a2− > b− > c1− > c2− > d− > e1− > m− > CAR1)
[](a2− > b− > c1− > c2− > d− > e1− > e2− > f− > g1− > 0− > CAR1)
[](a2− > b− > c1− > c2− > d− > e1− > e2− > f− > g1− > g2− > h− > a1− > CAR1)
)
CAR2 = n− > ((e2− > f− > g1− > 0− > CAR2)
[] (e2− > f− > g1− > g2− > h− > a1− > i− > CAR2)
[](e2− > f− > g1− > g2− > h− > a1− > a2− > b− > c1− > k− > CAR2)
[](e2− > f− > g1− > g2− > h− > a1− > a2− > b− > c1− > c2− > d− > e1− > m− > CAR2)
)
CAR3 = l− > ((c2− > d− > e1− > m− > CAR3)
[](c2− > d− > e1− > e2− > f− > g1− > 0− > CAR3)
[](c2− > d− > e1− > e2− > f− > g1− > g2− > h− > a1− > i− > CAR3)
[](c2− > d− > e1− > e2− > f− > g1− > g2− > h− > a1− > a2− > b− > c1− > k− > CAR3)
)
CAR4 = p− > ((g2− > h− > a1− > i− > CAR4)
[](g2− > h− > a1− > a2− > b− > c1− > k− > CAR4)
[](g2− > h− > a1− > a2− > b− > c1− > c2− > d− > e1− > m− > CAR4)
[](g2− > h− > a1− > a2− > b− > c1− > c2− > d− > e1− > e2− > f− > g1− > 0− > CAR4)
)

We use Figure 2 as the scene to test the scenes of car1, car2, and car3. Driving car1
enters the single ring road from segment j, car2 enters the single ring road from segment n,
and car3 enters the single ring road from segment l:

CARS1 = CAR1 [| {||} |]CAR2
CARS2 = CARS1 [| {||} |]CAR3

when there are vehicles in other directions, continue to add a process similar to that
shown below:

CARS = CARS2 [|{||}|] CAR4

We save the above CSPM code as a CAR.csp file and open it through FDR3, and then
we use FDR3 to perform model checking on its security and deadlock-free respectively. The
CSPM assertion and model checking security results established in FDR3 are as follows:

assert CARS2[T = CAR1
assert CARS2[T = CAR2
assert CARS2[T = CAR3
assert CARS2[T = CARS1
The above assertion indicates that the process CAR1, CAR2, CAR3, CARS1 trace is

refined in the process CARS, that is:
trace(CAR1)⊆trace(CARS2)
trace(CAR2)⊆trace(CARS2)
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trace(CAR3)⊆trace(CARS2)
trace(CARS1)⊆trace(CARS2)
The result of model checking is shown in Figure 3. The results obtained by inputting

the above four security statements into the FDR tool are displayed as Passed, which
conforms to the security attribute verification of the formal model.
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The deadlock-free results are as follows:
assert CARS1:[deadlock free [F]]
assert CARS2:[deadlock free [F]]
This assertion indicates that the processes CARS1 and CARS2 are deadlock-free. For

example, for the process CARS2, CARS2 no deadlock indicates that for any trace s, (s, ∑) /∈
failures(CARS2).

We input the processes CARS1 and CARS2 into FDR, and the result shows Passed,
indicating that the two processes have no deadlock situation. That is, in this single-loop
scenario, car1, car2 and car3 occupy segment resources to execute corresponding processes
without causing deadlock.

The above experimental results in Figure 4 show that all processes have passed the FDR
model checking, indicating that the CSPM model of the autonomous driving environment
has extremely high reliability, and meets the characteristics of safety and deadlock-free.
Next, we need to check whether the car will be in the same segment at the same time, that is,
whether there will be a collision. Since the segment is defined as a unit segment, that is, only
one car is allowed to enter in a segment at the same time. Then the definition of collision is
that, in the same time period, the segment occupied by the vehicle is the same segment. We
represent the state space diagrams of Car1 and Car2, as shown in Figures 5 and 6.
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Figure 5 shows the CAR1 process, that is, the state diagram of Car1. The nodes
represent the current state, and there are corresponding edges between the nodes. The
edges are marked with (t, frag), indicating the duration t and the segment name frag to
enter the next segment. The four branches in the state diagram are the four paths for Car1
to enter the scene.

Figure 6 is the CAR2 process, that is, the Car2 state diagram. The representation
and meaning of its edges are the same as those in Figure 5, that is, the duration t and the
segment name frag to enter the next segment are marked. The four branches in the state
diagram are the four paths for Car2 to enter the scene.

Analyze the segments that may be occupied by Car1 and Car2 through the analysis of
resource occupancy in the state space. For example, segment d will be occupied from N24
to N25, and segment d will also be occupied from M50 to M51. The current time is 1. We
use the resource security occupation checking algorithm to calculate that the occupation
time of node N25 in Car1 for segment d is 11 and that of node N25 in Car2 for segment d is
22. Therefore, Car1 and Car2 will not occupy segment d at the same time. Therefore, the
security occupation rules of resources are met. Check the occupancy of other segments in
turn to detect the safe occupancy of resources.

7. Summary and Outlook

This paper combines the autonomous driving model with the functional language
CSPM to verify the resource occupancy rules in autonomous driving scenarios. The scene
is abstracted into multiple fragments, and the typical collision, overtaking, lane change
and other scenes of automatic driving are abstracted into the occupation and operation of
fragment resources. The scene is actually modeled as simpler segments, and the driving
behavior of the vehicle is modeled as the operation of the segment, on this basis, the whole
process of automatic driving is verified. In this paper, the safety of vehicle driving is
analyzed in the roundabout scenario, and the results of model checking are used to modify
the automatic driving model, which greatly improves the reliability of the automatic driving
model. At the same time, the research on the safety of automatic driving scenarios has
certain guiding significance.

However, this paper has made certain attempts in terms of environmental resources
through a simple single-loop autonomous driving environment abstraction. This model can
be used for the operation and verification of the formal rules of this simple scene. However,
real autonomous driving scenarios are more complicated. This paper only focuses on
simple single loop roads, which is relatively simple and does not consider issues such as
time and vehicle energy consumption. Therefore, the next step will be to expand multiple
roads and transform the model on the basis of this model, in addition to taking into account
issues such as car travel time and energy consumption. In addition, the scenario in this
paper is relatively simple. How to complete the abstraction and combination of multiple
scenarios, and verify the safety of autonomous driving in more complex scenarios is also
the focus of the next research.
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